This is a study of the effect of total and partial deuteration of solvent on critical temperatures and profiles of all four reactions occurring in poly(A)'n poly(U) (n -1 or 2) aqueous systems. The study was done at observational times not longer than hydrogen exchange times at base pairs in helically ordered structures, and it was extended to a wide range of salt concentra tions at neutral pH.
INTRODUCTION

poly(A) «2poly(U) + poly(A)-poly(U)+poly(U) (1) poly(A)-polyCU) X poly(A)+poly(U) (2) poly(A)«2poly(U) + poly(A)+2poly(U) (3) 2[poly(A)-poly(U)] t poly(A)•2poly(U)+poly(A)
(4) Read from left to right these equations correspond to cooperative transitions whose sharpness along the temperature scale (particu larly marked in this case of homopolymers)is one of the physical indications of the known structural and functional stability of nucleic acids.
In the present work we have studied the H-D isotope shifts of critical temperatures corresponding to reactions (1) to (4) above and the effects of the same isotopic substitution (total and psOtial) on trasition profiles. This type of study must be distinguished from that of isotope alterations of chemical kinetics^,18 and is here particularly meaningful, since timescales of hydrogen exchange at base pairs in these helically ordered structures are longer than experimental' observation times * . Under these circumstances.much can be learned on th,e nature of phase transitions from shifts of critical temperatures due to total and partial (2)). This is probably due to the amount of L^J introduced together vith polymers, not negligible in this low-salt region. No similar dependence was found in the case of reaction (4). Isotopic shifts of critical temperatures were also found to be independent upon polymer concentration.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Polyriboadenylic acid, potassium salt (poly(
Transition profiles were studied in totally and in partially deuterated systems. Profile of transition (3) was found to be in_ Table II Fig.2) . This is true in the entire range of salt concentrations studied. Also, no dependence upon polymer concentration was found.
At variance with these results, the shape of the profile of transition (4) was found to depend upon deuteration and the poly_ mer concentration at which double helices were formed. When double helices were formed at high enough polymer concentration, transitions in H 2 0 appeared sharper than those in D 2 0 (Fig.3) .As an example, when polymer concentration of solutions mixed to form double helices was 2.5-10~sM, the width of transition (4) AT( measured between 75Z and 25Z) was AT^3.7*C in D2O and AT^3.2°C in H2O,whilst,when polymer concentration was 1.0'10~%M, the width of transition (4) 
AS? -AS?
If we substitute (6) 
where AS 2 is the salt-independent (and also, expectedly, isotope--independent) part of the polymer configurational entropy, and AS 2 ' -R(C 12 The method consists in the computerized optimization of these independent thermodynamic parameters, providing the best fit of the entire set of experimental data ' . The present case, however, differs from MassouliS's since the information seeked does not concern the bulk values of thermodynamics parameters but, rather, the much smaller values of their alterations caused by H-D substitution. The suitability of the method to this new task had to be established.We attempted four different fittings,as spe_ cified below(in all cases AH -7,900 cal/mol and AS A «25 e.u.) 15 We now discuss results obtained with the four different types of fittings listed above. Case a) will be more conveniently considered at the end of this discussion, while we discard case b) on the basis of the quality of the fitting in Fig.l.b) . This fitting predicts on branch No.3 a sizeable isotope effect, and on branch No.1 a much smaller isotope effect than on branch No. 2. This is grossly contradicted by our experimental findings and our discarding of case b) will be further substantiated in the discuŝ ion which follows.
r A c t
In case c) ,our optimization procedure ended up to i " i -4* lO" 1 * i.e. <5AS'=0. We checked the unicity of this minimum by leaving 5AH free to vary (together with 6C 2 ) and by imposing instead the <5AS '-4 • 10"* condition. Very satisfactorily, the reciprocal condit ion . <1O~5'*'O resulted from this new optimization. In short, whichever of the two conditions (SAS'^O or 6AH"V0 was imposed, the other was obtained by the optimization procedure.
This led us to case d),where the two conditions 6AH«0 and 6AS'-0 were simultaneously imposed. (Fig.l.d) ii) If we now consider case a) (see Tab.VI,a), <5AH values of the order of 1 kcal/mole ,are far too large for being acceptable,since they amount to some 25*501 of hydrogen bond energies"'". Isotope effects on AH concern the breaking of intrahelical hydrogen bonds and the making of an equal number of similar bonds with solv ent water. <5AH values are therefore expected not to exceed a fraction of the entire isotope effect on the hydrogen bond Btren gth, which is itself expected to be of the order of only a few percent of the total bond energy. On these grounds, we can discard case a).
iii) A vanishingly small 6AH term is also fully consistent with the invariance of transition profiles in Fig.2 , taking into account the fact that hydrogen exchange is not rapid 21 . A sizeable 5AH term should, in fact, cause a broadening of these melting profiles in the mixed H2O/D2O cases, as it is for co-polymers compared to homopolymers.
We see therefore that appropriate use of MassouliS's treatment allows an evaluation of the effects of deuteration on thermodynamic parameters governing reactions (1) to (4).Since results of this analysis concur in favouring case d), they suggest that our effects cannot merely be traced to the greater strength of deuterium (as compared to hydrogen) bond. The salt-and isotope dependent C2 terms of polymer-solvent interaction entropy seem to have a prevailing role in these isotope effects.
A negative 6C 2 term may be due either to the coil configura- (1) to (4) a.
in CD tion entropy, as lowered by the smaller dielectric constant of D2O , ot to the stronger hydrophobic interactions in D2O^3f38_ It is impossible at the present stage to make definite statements on the relative weight of these two contributions. It is of int£ rest, however, to compare the present case with that of a pure polysaccharide (Agarose). This has no charged groups, it forms ordered double helical structure* and undergoes sharp helix-coil transitions which are shifted by D2O-H2O substitution much in the same way as in the present case^"
. In this case, the coil con figurational entropy will not be affected by alterations of the solvent dielectric constant. This notwithstanding,thermodynamic analysis of experimental data supports also in that case a prevail ing rolo of a negative entropic term^^.
An additional entropic contribution might be due to the free_ ing, at the helix-to-coil transition, of solvent water molecules immobilized along with small ions in the helical structure '"'. Comparison of ice I fusion entropies^' of pure H2O and D2O shows nevertheless that the sign of 6AS term due to this type of effect in opposite to that found here, which corresponds with the onset rather than with a release of constraints of some water molecules at the helix-to-coi1 transition. Since isotope effects depend on hydrogen mass,and concern a (critical)temperature,their study provides,despite their small sir e,an approach for bringing the role of the dynamics of hydrogen ions into the picture of the thermodynamic stability and of formation of functional structures of nucleic acids.
